EASTERN YORK SCHOOL DISTRICT
COACH’S/CO-CURRICULAR ADVISOR’S CODE OF CONDUCT
Emphasize and monitor the academic success of all participants.
Emphasize the benefits and life lessons of co-curricular activities, i.e. teamwork, integrity, self-discipline,
responsibility, wellness, character, etc. Maintain high expectations for all participants by honoring the
event above a win at all cost attitude.
Demonstrate high standards of conduct and respect at all times.
Refrain from use of profanity and maintain positive behavior from all participants.
Immediately report any form of verbal, physical, emotional abuse, or harassment and hazing directed
toward any participants in your care, to the building administration.
Provide participants with appropriate insight of the risks inherently associated with your activity.
Educate on the dangers and legality of drugs, alcohol, and tobacco while discouraging their consumption
and use in any form
Consistently enforce all areas of the co-curricular code of conduct with each participant.
Be fair, considerate and honest with all participants.
Demonstrate the importance of open communication with parents as they are entrusting you with their
most prized possession.
Hold a parents’ meeting to discuss participant expectations.
Communicate these expectations, including rules, consequences and criteria for awards, with all
participants, parents, and administrators.
Demonstrate professionalism through your manners, behavior, language, and conduct at all times.
All event-related trips taken with participants should be open to all participants and subject to written
parental permission and high school administrative approval. The use of district vehicles on these trips is
encouraged
All participants are encouraged to use district vehicles for event trips. Students may, with prior
administrative approval, ride home with parents from games/competitions/events.
Coaches and advisors will abide by and adhere to the structure and parameters set forth by the PIAA,
YAIAA, and the Eastern York School District.
Coaches and advisors must abide by and reinforce all field, building, and equipment usage rules,
regulations and communicate these to visiting coaches and teams.
Coaches and advisors must follow all established security procedures established.
Coaches must attend the preseason coaches meeting, scheduled by the Athletic Director.
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